
Our subject knowledge package offers up to 150 hours of learning 
covering primary and secondary literacy and the core secondary subject 
areas of biology, chemistry, English, geography, maths and physics, 
plus subject specific SEND, to help your teachers improve their subject 
knowledge and how to teach it. Within the subject knowledge package 
courses are arranged in eight focus areas. 
Your school will have full access to all the courses in these focus areas  
– and any new courses that we add – during your subscription. Each course 
will work towards CPD accreditation points. The hours of learning listed per 
courses are indicative of the number of CPD accreditation points available 
for each course.

Subject knowledge package:  
courses
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Literacy Literacy

An Introduction to Literacy 7  

An Introduction to SSP 7   

Enriching Vocabulary 3   

Fluency and Comprehension 2  

From Mark-Making to Handwriting     4   

Phonics Screening 1  

Supporting EAL Pupils with Phonics 3    

Supporting SEN Pupils with Phonics 3    

Teaching Reading 6  

Teaching Writing 6  

The Simple View of Reading 2   

Subject specific SEND Subject specific SEND

SEND: What Does It Mean for the English Teacher? 3    

SEND: What Does It Mean for the Geography Teacher? 3    

SEND: What Does It Mean for the Mathematics Teacher? 3    

SEND: What Does It Mean for the Science Teacher? 3    

Biology Biology

Communication and Coordination 7   

Ecology 7   

Movement In and Out of Cells 7   

Plant Biotechnology 7   

Plant Nutrition 7   

Respiration and Exercise 8   

Chemistry Chemistry

Balancing Chemical Equations 7   

Carbon Chemistry 7   

Chemical Reactions 7   

Chemistry Concepts 7   

Kinetics 6   

This package is suitable for UK and international schools following the English national curriculum 
and international schools following the SSP approach.
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Physics Physics

Current Electricity     8   

Energy Transfers and Machines     8   

Motion and Forces     8   

Movement in the Universe     8   

Waves     8   

Maths Maths

Counting 6   

Graphs and their Transformations 6   

From Number to Algebra 6   

Function and Roots 6   

Ratio and Proportion 6   

Geography Geography

Climatic Hazards 6   

Rivers and Coasts 8   

Rocks, Weathering and Ice 8   

Tectonic Hazards 6   

The Human Environment: Population 6   

The Human Environment: Settlement 6   

English English

Poetry Subject Knowledge 6   

Shakespeare: Macbeth 6   

Teaching Poetry 6   

Teaching Shakespeare 6   

Teaching the Novel 6   

The Novel Subject Knowledge 6   
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An Introduction to Literacy     
This course will help teachers to: 

• Look at critical aspects of literacy, including the increased focus on literacy in English
• Explore effective strategies for integrating literacy in different English contexts
• Learn how to plan for literacy and to develop strategies for teaching students with low 

literacy levels
• Explore the role of grammar
• Consider how the development of speaking and listening skills also contributes to good 

practice in the teaching of literacy

7 hours

An Introduction to SSP     
This course will help teaching assistants to:

• Learn how Systematic Synthetic Phonics (SSP) should be used – in whole class lessons, 
ability grouped sessions and specific intervention groups

• Discover what needs to be in place for pupils to be able to learn to read and write at the 
earliest stages

• Look at the differences between decoding and encoding and develop their own subject 
knowledge of phonics, including the difference between phonemes and graphemes

• Gain an understanding of why phonics is used to develop early reading
• Study some of the recommendations put forth by Sir Jim Rose and explore how they can 

best be applied to provide the ‘rich learning environment’
• Understand the requirements of the Year One Phonics Screening Test and how to prepare 

their pupils for this statutory assessment

7 hours

Enriching Vocabulary     
This course will help teachers to:

•  Understand why developing a language-rich classroom is vitally important for all pupils
• Discover techniques and practical approaches for exposing pupils to a wide range of 

vocabulary to allow them to build a bank of new language 
• Explore how to contextualise new vocabulary and help pupils to visualise new words 

3 hours 

Fluency and Comprehension     
This course will help teachers to:

• Help pupils to develop their skills in reading comprehension 
• Understand the importance of modelling the use of expression when sharing texts  

with pupils

2 hours

From Mark-Making to Handwriting           
This course will help teachers to:

• Explore how to encourage mark-making through a well-equipped environment which will 
nurture a child’s natural desire to draw and write 

• Discover how to provide experiences to hone pupils’ dexterity and them to handwriting

4 hours

Literacy    11 courses 44 hours
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Phonics Screening        
This course will help teachers to:

• Discuss the content of the phonics screening test
•  Examine how the test is administered
•  Explore how to prepare their pupils for the test

1 hour

Supporting EAL Pupils with Phonics        
This course will help teachers to:

• Identify the stages of English language acquisition and plan for the use of a range of 
strategies to support learning and teaching in the mainstream classroom

• Consider how, when planning lessons, they’ll support children to access the curriculum and 
develop their English language skills within the context of the curriculum 

• Understand that acquiring a wide vocabulary is one of the key language features for 
English as an Additional Language (EAL) learners and will be the starting point for many 
children new to English

3 hours

Supporting SEN Pupils with Phonics     
This course will help teachers to:

• Explore how SEN pupils in mainstream and SEN settings can be supported to make 
progress – looking at intervention, supporting struggling readers and adapting phonics 
teaching for SEN settings

• Examine the importance of targeted interventions for pupils with significant literacy 
difficulties as acknowledged in The Rose Report (2006)

• Discover how the multi-sensory approach can allow for a fully inclusive approach for all 
children, regardless of their additional needs

3 hours

Teaching Reading     
This course will help teachers to:

• Gain knowledge and understanding of how writing skills can be developed 
• Recognise the barriers to writing and employ strategies to help learners overcome them
• Develop a range of teaching strategies to help students write more effectively
• Evaluate the application of teaching strategies designed to encourage writing and engage 

learners

6 hours

Teaching Writing      
This course will help teachers to:

• Gain knowledge and understanding of how reading skills are developed and recognise the 
reading skills which need to be taught

• Develop a range of teaching strategies to help students read more effectively
• Evaluate the application of teaching strategies designed to encourage active reading and 

engage learners

6 hours

The Simple View of Reading          
This course will help teachers to:

• Develop their knowledge of phonics 
• Understand the difference between decoding and encoding for reading and writing
• Understand the importance of helping pupils to decode so they can develop as readers 
• Support children to develop the skills of tuning in to sounds (auditory discrimination), 

listening to and remembering sounds (auditory memory and sequencing) and talking 
about sounds (developing vocabulary and language comprehension)

2 hours
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SEND: What Does It Mean for the English Teacher?     
This course will help teachers to:

• Deepen their understanding of what it’s like to be a secondary school student with autism 
or dyslexia

• Gain strategies to use in the classroom when teaching students with autism or dyslexia
• Examine an example lesson plan of how to adapt an English lesson to ensure that it’s 

supportive and inclusive for their autistic and/or dyslexic student

3 hours

SEND: What Does It Mean for the Geography Teacher?     
This course will help teachers to:

•  Deepen their understanding of what it’s like to be a secondary school student with 
attention deficit disorder (ADD) or a physical disability

• Gain strategies to use on field-trips when teaching students with ADD or physical 
disabilities

• Examine an example risk assessment for a geography field-trip to help them plan a 
supportive and inclusive field trip for their ADD and/or physically disabled student

3 hours

SEND: What Does It Mean for the Mathematics Teacher?     
This course will help teachers to:

• Deepen their understanding of what it’s like to be a secondary school student with 
dyscalculia or visual impairment (VI)

• Gain strategies to use in the classroom when teaching students with dyscalculia or VI
• Examine an example lesson plan of how to adapt a maths lesson to ensure that it’s 

supportive and inclusive for their dyscalculic and/or visually impaired student

3 hours

SEND: What Does It Mean for the Science Teacher?     
This course will help teachers to:

• Deepen their understanding of what it’s like to be a secondary school student with 
attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) or a hearing impairment (HI)

• Gain strategies to use in the classroom when teaching students with ADHD or HI
• Examine an example lesson plan of how to adapt a science lesson to ensure that it’s 

supportive and inclusive for their ADHD and/or hearing impaired student

3 hours

Subject specific SEND  4 courses    12 hours

Communication and Coordination     
This course will help teachers to:

• Explain how the body is able to keep a constant internal environment
• Describe the parts and functions of the nervous system and the hormonal system
• Compare nervous and hormonal control
• Explain how the body gets rid of waste material
• Explain the effects of natural and artificial substances on chemical and electrical signals 

within the body
• Explain how plants use chemicals to control growth, to respond to stimuli and to defend 

themselves

7 hours

Biology  6 courses  43 hours
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Ecology     
This course will help teachers to:

•  Explain how energy transfer in food chains and webs relates to the abundance of organisms
• Explain how internal and external factors can affect energy transfer in food chains and webs
• Relate adaptations of organisms to their habitat
• Explain fluctuations in distribution and population size
• Describe how to measure plant and animal populations
• Discuss simple classification of animals and plants
• Describe what abiotic and biotic factors are
• Outline the processes involved in the nitrogen and carbon cycles
• Discuss the importance of decomposition and what can affect it
• Outline the factors which can affect the distribution of organisms in an ecosystem

7 hours

Movement In and Out of Cells     
This course will help teachers to:

• Explain diffusion, osmosis and active transport in terms of the movement of particles
• Describe the cell surface membrane as a semi-permeable barrier
• Describe the journey water takes through a plant from soil to leaf
• Apply their understanding to explain how the human digestive system helps support the 

supply of substances to cells

7 hours

Plant Biotechnology     
This course will help teachers to:

• Describe the life cycle of flowering plants
• Explain what plant tissue culture is and understand the hormones that control the 

development of different plant structures
• Explain how DNA is manipulated to produce Genetically Modified Organisms (GMOs)
• Explain the role of clonal propagation for important agricultural species
• List the advantages of plant tissue culture
• Describe what totipotency is
• Explain the role of three different hormones in plant development
• Complete an introduction to selective breeding in agriculture
• Describe the process by which scientists produce GMOs
• List the benefits and problems of GMOs

7 hours

Plant Nutrition     
This course will help teachers to:

• Describe the process of photosynthesis
• Explain the importance of photosynthesis
• Explain how different factors can affect plant growth
• Evaluate the threat of climate change

7 hours

Respiration and Exercise     
This course will help teachers to:

• Describe the process of respiration and explain the role of adenosine triphosphate (ATP) in 
energy transfer

• Design an investigation to explore how different organ systems respond to exercise
• Evaluate the merits of boosting performance by training at altitude or using the 

performance-enhancing drug, Erythropoietin (EPO)
• Describe the structure of the components of the mammalian gas exchange and transport 

systems and relate this structure to their functions
• Explain the need for gaseous exchange and transport systems to facilitate respiration in 

mammals

8 hours
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Balancing Chemical Equations     
This course will help teachers to:
• Construct balanced chemical equations
• Use a balanced chemical equation to construct a mass equation
• Use a mass equation to make predictions about reacting masses and masses of products 

formed
• Use the mole concept to make predictions about reacting masses and masses of products 

formed

7 hours

Carbon Chemistry     
This course will help teachers to:
• Identify polymers and their classifications
• Understand the production of products from crude oil
• Explain how some small molecules can join together to make polymers during 

polymerisation
• Recognise that by using polymerisation, a wide range of materials may be produced
• Identify the structure and properties of peptides and particularly the structure of the 

peptide bond

7 hours

Chemistry Concepts     
This course will help teachers to:
• Outline the difference between elements, compounds and mixtures and the relationship of 

these to atoms and molecules
• Describe how particles in solids, liquids and gases behave and what happens when 

substances change state
• Describe what happens to particles during dissolving and diffusion
• Write formulae for compounds
• Balance symbol equations
• Calculate the oxidation number of an element in a compound
• Explain reactions in terms of oxidation and reduction
• Write half equations and ionic equations
• Describe how differences in solubility can be used to separate a mixture (separating funnel, 

filtration)
• Explain how differences in boiling point can be used to separate a mixture (evaporation, 

simple distillation, fractional distillation)
• Demonstrate how paper chromatography can be used to separate quantities of similar 

substances
• Explain how more advanced chromatography techniques can be used to separate small 

quantities of similar substances (thin layer chromatography, gas chromatography, high 
performance liquid chromatography, electrophoresis) — for post-16 only

• Show the presence of key gases by experiment: hydrogen, oxygen, carbon dioxide, chlorine 
and ammonia

• Describe practical techniques used to prove that substances are pure
• Describe the correct practical procedure for carrying out titration

7 hours

Chemical Reactions     
This course will help teachers to:
• Describe how metals react with air, water and acids, leading to an order of reactivity, 

including the position of hydrogen and carbon in the series
• Use the reactivity series to predict displacement reactions
• Describe how the thermal decomposition of carbonates depend on the position of the 

metal in the reactivity series
• Explain that the method of extracting a metal from the ore will depend on the position of 

the metal in the reactivity series

7 hours

Chemistry  5 courses  34 hours
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(Chemical Reactions continued)

• Describe how iron is made in the blast furnace
• Describe the procedure for identifying metals using a flame test
• Explain the characteristic colours in terms of electron transitions
• Identify cations using sodium hydroxide solution and with aqueous ammonia
• Describe the specific test for ammonium ions
• Identify specific anions and explain why the specific reagents are used
• Define exothermic and endothermic reactions
• Describe activation energy
• Define the term ‘enthalpy change’
• Explain that there are different enthalpy changes
• Describe how entropy differs from enthalpy
• Explain how the entropy of a substance can be increased
• Calculate entropy values

Kinetics     
This course will help teachers to:
• Appreciate that chemical reactions happen at different speeds
• Clarify the term activation energy
• Describe the four main factors affecting rates of reaction
• Apply these four factors to the ammonia synthesis
• Explain why concentration and pressure affect rates
• Explain why temperature and catalysts affect rates

6 hours

Current Electricity     
This course will help teachers to:

• Explain what an electric current is
• Identify differences between series and parallel circuits
• Explain what voltage is
• Apply Ohm’s Law in calculations

8 hours

Energy Transfers and Machines     
This course will help teachers to:
• Explain the role of energy in bringing about change
• Describe the transfer of energy within complex systems
• Discuss what is meant by the work done on or by an object
• Explore power as the rate of doing work or the rate of energy transfer
• Explain efficiency in the context of energy transformations including power calculations
• Examine the centre of mass and the line of action of weight to discuss the stability of 

regular and irregular shaped objects
• Discuss simple levers and how they work as force multipliers
• Explain pressure between solids and how it’s transmitted within a liquid; including its use 

within simple hydraulic systems

8 hours

Motion and Forces     
This course will help teachers to:

• Make calculations using ratios and proportional reasoning to convert units and to  
compute rates

• Relate changes and differences in motion to appropriate distance-time and velocity-time 
graphs, and interpret lines, slopes and enclosed areas in such graphs

• Apply formulae relating distance, time and speed for uniform motion, and for motion with 
uniform acceleration, and calculate average speed for non-uniform motion

8 hours

Physics  5 courses 40 hours 
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Counting     
This course will help teachers to:

• Appreciate the value of zero, understand the place-value system and calculate with 
negative numbers

• Construct and compare fractions
• Compute and make connections with fractions, decimals and percentages
• Explore the difference between terminating and recurring decimal fractions
• Understand and compute with powers
• Use the product rule for counting

6 hours

Graphs and their Transformations    
This course will help teachers to:

• Recognise, plot and sketch graphs of linear and quadratic functions
• Use linear and quadratic graphs to estimate values of x given y and vice versa, including with 

simultaneous equations
• Recognise, sketch and interpret simple cubic, reciprocal and exponential graphs 
• Recognise, sketch and interpret trigonometric graphs in degrees for y=sin(x), y=cos(x) and 

y=tan(x)
• Transform graphs, especially using translations and reflections, for a given function

6 hours

Maths  5 courses 30 hours 

(Motion and Forces continued)

• Estimate how the distances required for road vehicles to stop in an emergency varies over a 
range of typical speeds

• Apply formulae relating force, mass and relevant physical constants, including gravitational 
field strength, to explore how changes in these are interrelated

• Apply formulae relating force, mass, velocity and acceleration to explain how the changes 
involved are interrelated

Movement in the Universe     
This course will help teachers to:
• Explain why we experience day and night and seasons, and see different phases of  

the moon
• Explain why we have tides
• Describe the historical background that led to the development and acceptance of the 

heliocentric model of the solar system
• List the main characteristics and features of the solar system
• Explain the orbit of comets, planets, satellites and asteroids
• Describe the relative size and scale of the universe including the existence of galaxies
• Explain what a satellite is
• Discuss the historical background of the impact of Sputnik on the space race

8 hours

Waves     
This course will help teachers to:
• Describe the characteristics and properties of waves
• Discuss refraction and its applications
• Examine how we see colour – dispersion, colour addition, light radiation and shadows
• Explain the properties of electromagnetic waves

8 hours
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Climatic Hazards     
This course will help teachers to:

• Understand the difference between ‘weather’ and ‘climate’
• Explain factors affecting weather
• Explain the conditions leading to climatic hazards and identify the global distribution of 

those hazards
• Analyse the effects of climatic hazards on people and their responses to them
• Investigate the causes and consequences of long-term global climate change

6 hours

Rivers and Coasts     
This course will help teachers to:

• Identify the ways in which the hydrological cycle works within a river basin
• Describe and explain the processes and features of river and coastal landscapes
• Consider the opportunities and risks of living in river and coastal landscapes
• Assess the social, economic and environmental impacts of management strategies in river 

and coastal landscapes

8 hours

Geography   6 courses 40 hours

From Number to Algebra     
This course will help teachers to:

• Recognise the value of working systematically and applying methodical listing strategies
• Recognise how numerical problems can be developed and expressed algebraically
• Use algebra to solve a relatively open problem
• Identify how arithmetic rules can be written more generally as algebraic expressions 
• Argue mathematically to show algebraic expressions are equivalent
• Use algebra to support and construct arguments and proofs 

6 hours

Function and Roots     
This course will help teachers to:

• Interpret simple expressions as functions with inputs and outputs and understand the link 
this has to co-ordinates

• Be aware of the inverse functions as the reverse process of the use of inputs and outputs
• Develop an understanding of composite function notation and use this to solve problems
• Find approximate solutions to equations numerically using iteration
• Appreciate the link between values obtained from the iterative formula used and the 

solution of the equations or roots

6 hours

Ratio and Proportion     
This course will help teachers to:

• Express one quantity as a fraction of another, where the fraction is less than 1 and greater 
than 1 and understand that a multiplicative relationship between two quantities can be 
expressed as a ratio or a fraction

• Understand and use ratio notation, including reduction to simplest form, dividing a given 
quantity into two parts in a given part to part or part to whole ratio and express the division 
of a quantity into two parts as a ratio

• Work with scale factors including scale diagrams, maps and compare lengths, areas and 
volumes using ratio notation and/or scale factors and make links to similarity

• Relate the language of ratios and the associated calculations to the arithmetic of fractions 
and to linear functions, identifying and working with fractions in ratio problems

6 hours
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This course will help teachers to:

• Explain the importance of geology on physical and human processes
• Identify the characteristics of igneous, sedimentary and metamorphic rocks
• Describe the processes affecting the lithosphere
• Explain the effect of geology on rates of erosion and weathering
• Explain how ice shapes the land in glacial landscapes 
• Evaluate the impact of people on glacial landscapes

8 hours

Tectonic Hazards     
This course will help teachers to:

• Identify the global distribution of tectonic hazards and their relationship to plate boundaries
• Explain the theory of plate tectonics and sequence the events of a tectonic hazard event
• Classify the effects of the tectonic hazard event and reflect on the reasons people live in 

hazard-prone areas
• Evaluate the responses of countries to tectonic hazard events at different stages of 

development

6 hours

The Human Environment: Population     
This course will help teachers to:

• Identify the distribution of population at different scales
• Describe population structure
• List the different stages of changing populations
• Identify the advantages and disadvantages of population management techniques
• Analyse the causes and consequences of human migration

6 hours

The Human Environment: Settlement     
This course will help teachers to:

• Outline the reasons people live where they do
• List the factors affecting the rate of urbanisation
• Describe how settlements can be structured
• Investigate the theory behind urban models and whether it fits reality
• Compare and contrast urban living in countries of different stages of development

6 hours

Poetry Subject Knowledge     
This course will help teachers to:

• Develop a clear understanding of how to approach a range of different poems
• Develop an understanding of how to read and re-read texts with the aim to review and 

compare texts to develop a deeper understanding of the author’s craft, intent and the 
text’s impact on the reader

6 hours

Shakespeare: Macbeth     
This course will help teachers to:

• Summarise how to approach the study of a Shakespearean text by considering its plot 
development, characterisation and by exploring key themes

• Explain how authors make deliberate choices to shape meaning
• Reflect and evaluate how their subject knowledge is developing and extending

6 hours

English  6 courses 36 hours 
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Teaching Poetry     
This course will help teachers to:

• Develop approaches to teaching poetry and ensure that learners make effective progress
• Continue to develop their personal engagement with poetry
• Continue to extend the use of subject-specific terminology and core skills

6 hours

Teaching Shakespeare     
This course will help teachers to:

• Teach a Shakespearean text in regard to subject-specific approaches and curriculum 
knowledge

• Consider different approaches to Shakespearean texts
• Use Shakespearean texts to challenge and engage a wide range of learners
• Develop key terminology effectively to support analysis of texts
• Extend and develop their subject and curriculum knowledge to support effective teaching 

of the subject

6 hours

Teaching the Novel     
This course will help teachers to:
• Have a clear understanding of how to prepare and teach the key elements of the novel
• Have developed an understanding of how to enable students to analyse and evaluate the 

key elements of the novel
• Know how to model analysis of text and develop a written response
• Develop creative writing skills using the text being studied

This session will use the novel A Christmas Carol by Charles Dickens to model teaching 
approaches and strategies. The strategies presented could be applied to the teaching of  
any text.

6 hours

The Novel Subject Knowledge     
This course will help teachers to:
• Explain the approaches to analyse a novel effectively by exploring the structure, key 

themes, character analysis and development 
• Summarise the overall effectiveness and impact of the novel for the reader
• Reflect on their own progress

6 hours



Next steps
To find out more about how Tes Develop can help you deliver comprehensive, 
personalised training for all your staff book a guided demonstration, or request a quote 
for your school.

Visit: tes.com/develop
Email: help@tes.com
Call: +44 (0)203 194 3000
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Please note that we have endeavoured to ensure the accuracy of the information provided in this course list at the 
time of publication: January 2021. However, this information is issued as a guideline to interested parties. While 
we aim to implement what is outlined, we cannot undertake any obligation to provide the courses as stated and we 
reserve the right to amend course information, cancel, suspend or modify the courses at any time. 

This work/product/service has been developed independently from and is not endorsed by the International 
Baccalaureate Organization. International Baccalaureate, Baccalauréat International, Bachillerato Internacional 
and IB are registered trademarks owned by the International Baccalaureate Organization.




